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行了需求分析、系统架构设计及数据库建模，采用 SQL Server2005 作为数据库；详细




















    With the growing number of college students in our country, it’s a great challenge 
for academic administrations to manage their students’ achievements effectively. The 
traditional manual methods, which mainly depending on manual input, lose data easily 
and have error in statistics, beside, it has a large amount of labor, low speed and 
efficiency, moreover, it’s even difficult to search and modify information. Therefore, the 
academic administrations are badly in need of achievement administrative system which 
must be fast retrieval, convenient and simple queries, high reliability, large storage 
capacity and low cost. With the system, it can be more effective to manage students’ 
score, what’s more, the teachers can be free from the tedious affairs and devote more 
energies to formulate teaching plans, implement teaching management and supervise 
teaching quality, consequently, improve the teaching quality comprehensively. 
This dissertation mainly analyzed the current research in our country and others. It 
also took an analysis for the actual situation and existing problems on student’s score 
management, and on this basis, a feasible solution to develop the management system 
was proposed. With the SQL Server2005, analysis of requirements, design of system 
architecture and database modeling were done. Besides, the framework and workflow of 
the students’ score management system was introduced. The system, mainly concluded 
the modules of system management, achievement information management, the course 
information management, the class information management, the student information 
management and other information management, realized on Visual C #. Net with C/S 
mode. 
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